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Abstract. Rhytmites are observed in corals, bivalves, brachiopods, stromato-
lites and sedimentary rocks. They indicate that the number of day per year in
geologic past of the Earth differs from nowadays and reach 450 days per year at
about 1.5 Ga ago. The analysis of the data shows that the Moon came close to
the Earth some 1.5 Ga ago. Now it is moving away from the Earth. The angular
velocity of the Earth rotation has a maximum at this time as well. This data can
be used in further development of the theory of the long-term changes in the
Earth history and confirm the hypothesis that the Moon has been captured from
the Earth’s gravitational field.

PACS number: 91.10.Nj; 96.20.Br

1 Introduction

Periodic growth structures or rhytmites are observed as lines, bands, and rings in
the hard parts of many organisms- coral skeletons, brachiopod shells and stroma-
tolites (algae). They are observed in both living and fossil forms (Figures 1a,b).
The growth structures can be found as laminated bands in the rock-sediments as
well (Figure 1c). They consist of dark bands, high in organic content, alternating
with a light bands of mainly inorganic material, usually CaCO3. These bands are
usually from 5 to 60 microns wide. It is believed that in living organisms these
patterns resulted from the action of various physical environmental factors, such
as the light-dark cycle, tidal changes, temperature, etc.

As the Earth rotates, the Moon, through gravitational attraction, continuously
raises tidal bulges on the Earth. Due to tidal friction, the bulges are carried
forward by the rotation of the Earth, causing tidal waves in the coast. These
cyclic waves produced changes in the shore sediments.

In 1963 John W. Wells [1] suggested that the number of day per year could
be determined by counting of daily bands per yearly band in ancient fossils.
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Figure 1. Rhytmites in fossil forms (a,b) and in rock sediments (c).

Some of Wells’ ideas were already offered by T. Ma [2] in 1937. Ma demon-
strated that annual banding in corals depends on water temperature and the high
growth-rates indicated climatic changes in geologic time. Wells, however, initi-
ated most current interest, when he described “daily” growth lines in living and
fossil corals. Wells’ data was used in studies on the origin of the Earth-Moon
system and the rotational history of the Earth [3-5].

Many authors since Wells published rhytmites data derived from corals and sed-
iments within the range covered up to the age of 2 Ga. They are presented in
Table 1 and are used in the present paper to reconstruct and extrapolate back
to 2.5 Ga the length of the day and the Earth-Moon distance. The acquisition
and interpretation of the data are scope of many articles. Some of them are col-
lected and edited by Runcorn [6] and Rosenberg and Runcorn [7]. The methods
of counting the rhytmites bands, their statistical analyses, interval of error and
other problems are discussed in the above mentioned articles and are not the
scope of the present paper.

In an earlier article [8] the author used data processed by fossil formula, offered
by Poropudas [9]. Some of results obtained by Poropudas were citied by Condie
and Sloan [10] as well. I would like to stress that in the present paper the raw
data, not processed or changed by any means are used.

The present paper deals with the behavior of the Earth-Moon system based on
the raw fossils data interpreted within a simple mechanical model.

2 Simple Model of the Earth-Moon System

In this model, the Earth and Moon are spheres. Both rotate around the center of
their masses in circles at a distance r+ and rm, respectively. Their rotation axes
are assumed perpendicular to the orbital plane.
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Table 1. Rhytmites data. D+ – solar days per year; T+ – length of the day in hours; ω+

– angular velocity of the Earth’s rotation

t, age, D+ T+, ω+, Refs. t, age D+ T+, ω+, Refs.
Ma h/day s−1 Ma h/day s−1

0 365.24 24.00 7.27E-05 Modern 367 408.9 21.44 8.14E-05 [5]
65 371 23.63 7.39E-05 [11] 372 397 22.08 7.90E-05 [11]
70 375 23.38 7.47E-05 [12] 374 404.3 21.68 8.05E-05 [5]
81 372.1 23.56 7.41E-05 [5] 387 399 21.97 7.94E-05 [11]
87 368.3 23.80 7.33E-05 [5] 391 399.0 21.97 7.94E-05 [14]

135 377 23.25 7.51E-05 [11] 395 401 21.86 7.98E-05 [11]
136 377 23.25 7.51E-05 [11] 405 400 21.91 7.96E-05 [11]
185 381 23.01 7.59E-05 [11] 405 402 21.81 8.00E-05 [11]
190 382 22.95 7.61E-05 [11] 414 399 21.97 7.94E-05 [11]
213 369.5 23.72 7.36E-05 [5] 425 397.8 22.03 7.92E-05 [5]
220 371.6 23.59 7.40E-05 [12] 428 420.1 20.86 8.37E-05 [5]
225 385 22.77 7.67E-05 [11] 432 412 21.28 8.20E-05 [11]
227 385 22.77 7.67E-05 [11] 435 405 21.64 8.06E-05 [11]
280 385 22.77 7.67E-05 [11] 448 421.8 20.78 8.40E-05 [5]
280 390 22.48 7.77E-05 [11] 455 412 21.28 8.20E-05 [11]
294 381 23.01 7.59E-05 [11] 468 411.0 21.33 8.18E-05 [5]
294 389 22.53 7.75E-05 [11] 500 412 21.28 8.20E-05 [15]
310 395 22.19 7.86E-05 [11] 519 415.8 21.08 8.28E-05 [5]
322 382.3 22.93 7.61E-05 [5] 537 408.4 21.46 8.13E-05 [5]
325 394 22.25 7.84E-05 [11] 560 432 20.29 8.60E-05 [12]
330 398 22.02 7.92E-05 [11] 570 421 20.82 8.38E-05 [11]
336 395.9 22.14 7.88E-05 [5] 650 400 21.91 7.96E-05 [5]
340 398 22.02 7.92E-05 [12] 850 435 20.15 8.66E-05 [16]
345 391 22.42 7.79E-05 [13] 903 422.9 20.73 8.42E-05 [5]
345 397 22.08 7.90E-05 [11] 1750 445 19.70 8.86E-05 [12]
345 396 22.14 7.88E-05 [11] 1788 442.6 19.80 8.81E-05 [5]
358 406.4 21.57 8.09E-05 [5] 1788 451.5 19.41 8.99E-05 [5]
360 405.5 21.62 8.07E-05 [12] 1982 442.6 19.80 8.81E-05 [5]
367 395.9 22.14 7.88E-05 [5]

The total angular momentum L of the Earth-Moon system is as follows:

L = Le + Lm = ω+I+ + r2+MωS + ωmIm + r2mmωS , (1)

where M and m are masses of the Earth and Moon, ω+ and ωm are angular
rotation velocities around their axis and ωs is angular velocity of the Earth-Moon
system around its center of masses. Inertial momentums of the Earth and Moon
in respect to their polar axis are I+ and Im. The length of the sidereal Lunar
month TS is as follows:

TS =
2π
ωS

. (2)
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Because of its specific, asymmetric shape the Moon is always turn to the Earth
with its present face. Therefore ωs = ωm, and Eq. (1) can be written as follows:

L = ω+I+ + ωS(r2+M + r2mm+ Im) = ω+I+ + ωS(
Mm

M +m
R2 + Im), (3)

where R is the Earth–Moon distance. The term Im � R2(Mm/M +m). Then
Eq. (3) is transformed to

L = ω+I+ + ωS
Mm

M +m
R2 . (4)

Another assumption is that the Earth-Moon system is not perturbed by the Sun
or by any of the other planets, i.e. L is a constant.

Note that the tidal force of the Moon slows down the rotation of the Earth. Then
from Eq. (4) follows that ω+ is getting smaller in time. Equation (4) shows also
that the angular momentum ω+I+ lost by the Earth is added to the angular mo-
mentum of the Earth–Moon system. It follows that the product ωsR

2 increases,
or ω+(t), ωs(t) and R(t) are time-dependent.

From Eq. (4) it follows (L is a constant!):

ω+0I+ + ωS0
Mm

M +m
R2

0 = ω+(t)I+ + ωS(t)
Mm

M +m
R2(t), (5)

where the values of ω+0, ωS0 and R0 correspond to the modern data and ω+(t),
ωs(t) and R(t) correspond to some previous time t.

By using Kapler’s law for the Earth-Moon model one obtains

R3 =
k

ω2
S

(M +m) =
k(M +m)

4π2
T 2

S . (6)

Using Eqs. (4) and (6) for two moments t0 and t, and taking into account that

ω+ = 2π/T+, (7)

where T+ is the length of the solar day follows:

L = 2π
I+
T+0

+ μ
√
R0 = 2π

I+
T+(t)

+ μ
√
R0(t), (8)

where

μ = Mm

√
k

M +m
= const, (9)

and k is the gravitational constant.

Equation 8 allows us to compute the Earth-Moon distance R in every moment t
if we know either the length of the solar day T+(t) or the Earth’s angular velocity
ω+(t) at that moment.
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3 Experimental Data and Discussion

In Table 1 are presented the length of the solar day T+(t), the number of solar
days per year D+ and the angular velocity of the Earth ω+. Figure 2 presents
the length of the solar day (in hours) for the last 2 Ga. To avoid negative sign
before the time t – it is presented “age”, started from nowadays. There are no
data between 900 Ma and 1700 Ma. I would like to stress that the data cited by
Pannella [12] and Williams [5] covering the age between 1750 Ma and 1990 Ma
are very important for the conclusions that are made in this paper.

Data scattering can be caused by different techniques of measuring and data
processing. Data are approximated by second power polynomial equation D+

with coefficient of correlation R2
c = 0.88

T+ = 2.320E − 06t2 − 6.668E − 03t+ 24.15. (10)

A minimum length of the day of 19.3 h is outlined some 1.4–1.5 Ga ago. Nowa-
days the length of the day increases with about 20–22 s/Ma [6]. This tendency is
marked by dot line. Following it, a length of the day of about 9h had taken place
some 2.5 Ga ago and of 6 h – at 3 Ga ago. There are no geological evidences of
such short days in ancient time.

In Figure 3 is presented the change of the angular velocity ω+ of the Earth
rotation for the last 2 Ga. Its behavior with time is the same as the length of
the day T+. It follows that in the last 2.5 Ga the Earth rotates faster than at
present time.

A maximum in ω+ is observed some 1.5 Ga ago. The data are approximated
with a second power polynomial function

ω+ = −7.380E − 12t2 + 2.266E − 08t+ 7.149E − 05. (11)
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Figure 2. Length of solar the day for the last 2 Ga.
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Figure 3. Angular velocity of the Earth rotation ω+ for the last 2 Ga.

In Figure 4 is presented the number of solar days per year D+. Data are approx-
imated by second power polynomial function:

D+ = −3.707E − 05t2 + 1.138E − 01t+ 361.3. (12)

The number of solar days per year has a maximal value of about 450 days per
year at the age of about 1.5 Ga ago.

Figure 5 presents the relative Earth-Moon distance Rr, computed using Eq. (8)
and data comprised in Table 1. Here Rr is presented as ratio R/Re, where Re

is the Earth radius.

The present speed of increasing of Rr is about 3–4 cm/year (presented with dot
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Figure 4. Number of solar days per year D+ through geologic time.
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Figure 5. Relative Earth-Moon distance for the last 2 Ga.

line in Figure 5). If we extrapolate this tendency backwards, it follows that 3 Ga
ago the Moon had to be near the Earth at a distance of about 240 000 km. This
tendency is confirmed by the data within the last 500 Ma. The data between
850 Ma ago and 1980 Ma ago decline this tendency to nonlinear behavior.

All data were approximated by second power polynomial function of t with
coefficient of correlation Rc = 0.88

Rr = 2.612E − 06t2 − 7.828E − 03t+ 60.61. (13)

The minimal distance between the Earth and the Moon of about 54.6 Earth’s
radius took place about 1.5 Ga ago. This data support the hypothesis that the
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Figure 6. Relative tide magnitude for the last 2 Ga.
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Moon has been captured by the Earth. Probably, within 3 Ga and 1.5 Ga ago
the Moon was coming to the Earth. From 1.5 Ga ago to nowadays it is moving
away. In the present paper it is not offered an explanation of this event.

The tidal force that arises from the Moon gravitational field produces a change
in the Earth acceleration δgt as follows [17]:

δgt =
R3

0

R(t)3
. (14)

Using the above obtained data for R, it is possible to calculate δgt (Figure 6). It
follows that 1.5 Ga ago the magnitude of the tide wave is about 35% higher than
nowadays.

4 Conclusion

Analysis of fossils, presented by different type of rythmites indicates that the
evolution of the Earth-Moon system from about 2.5 Ga ago to present time has
an extreme that happened about 1.5 Ga ago. It follows that the Moon came
close to the Earth at minimal distance of 54.6 Earth’s radiuses at 1.5 Ga ago
and is moving away from the Earth afterward. The length of the solar day has a
maximum of about 450 days per year at that time and the angular velocity of the
Earth rotation has a maximal value as well. At the same time the magnitude of
the tide wave was about 35% higher than nowadays. A possible explanation of
such behavior of the Earth-Moon system can be found in tectonic processes in
Earth’s crust and interior but details can not be offered at present paper.

This data can be used in further development of the theory of the long-term
changes in the Earth’s history.
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